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First and foremost I would like to extend my To all postgraduatestudents,all the best in your
warmestwelcometo all postgraduatestudents studies,and havea pleasantand enjoyablestay
to UNIMAS,and congratulationsto those who in UNIMAS! To all our internationalstudents,
have successfullycompleted the last year or while studyingat UNIMAS,take this opportunity
to meet the different faces at UNIMASand its
semesterat UNIMAS.
surroundingsas well as experiencethe unique
Graduate study at UNIMAShas held the distinction
Malaysianmultiracialcultures,the diverseways
of being contemporary and forward looking in its
of life andthe greenenvironmentof Sarawak!
approach to provide the best possible education
and training for its students. To provide quality
and excellent education has always been our aim.

DEAN'S MESSAGE

The essenceof all researchworks is to obtain

After severalmonthsof intenseplanning,subtle
changesin design and layout, CGS has finally
given birth to its own newsletter, named as
WartaPasca.You may immediatelynoticed that
the main differenceof our edition comparedto
such similar newslettersfrom other institutions
will be the layout and presentation,which is
composedin a more relaxedand magazine-like
manner,thanksto ideasfrom our editors which
wasfinallytranslatedto this issueby our graphic
designers.

Bujang b Mohammad

We would like to take this opportunity to
Hisshamuddin Sirl
welcomeall forms of contribution,either in the
form of reviewarticles, newsand snapshotson
CSGStaff
postgraduateactivities from all faculties and
COVERDESIGN
evenanecdotesfor our newsletter.WartaPasca
AssocProf Dr Hj KhairulAidilAzlinAbdulRahman will be our outletto updatenewson postgraduate
student'sconvocation,viva voce, publicationof
for
information
general
and
selected
abstracts
WARTAPASCAwelcomesfeedback.
the postgraduatecommunityin UNIMAS.Copies
PASCAat:
Pleasecontact WARTA
will be madeavailableat our office
of WartaPasca
and each faculty, and posted to all academic
Email:cgs@pps.
unimas.my
institutionsin Malaysia.Severalcopies may be
Tel:+608 258 1158
sentabroadto selectedinstitutions.
Fax:/08
258,1A3,5

CONTENTS

or stored in a data base or retrieval system,
withoutpermissionfrom CGS,UNIMAS.

Thankyou.

In our efforts to achieve excellence,UNIMAS Prof. Dr. FatimahAbang
through its Centre for PostgraduateStudies DeputyViceChancellor
continuouslystrivesto providethe best facilities (Academic& International)
and support to ensure that graduate study at

Mohamad Haimey Abdul Razak

PubliMed"ä5news bulletinby the'Centre for
GraduateStudies (6G), UNIMAS.Copyright
'Äll rights reserved. No
©'2008. UNIMAS..
part of'ttºis publication may be reproduced
or distributed in any form or by any means,

UNIMASis both enjoyableand fruitful despite
the challengesfaced by graduatestudentswhile
undertaking their research or coursework.
These have also been made possible by the
tremendous support and effort from various
facultiesthat providegraduateeducation.
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new findings and results, which is then tabulated
and presented in the form of a thesis as proof
of the research activities. However, such
important discoveries may become obsolete
and meaningless if it is not applied or utilized for
the benefits of the society, regardless whether
your research outcomes can be translated into
tangible products to be commercialized because
this conception alone may do injustice to nonscience research. Other milieu may need to be
developed so that such research outcomes can
be explicity utilized simply because, in not doing
so may blurred the magnitude of hardwork and
efforts during the research process, together
with the amount of financial spending incurred by
the project.

Withthat note, we wish you all the best for your
futureendeavor.
ThankYou.
A
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Enrolment of Postgraduate Students at UNIMAS (asof September
2008)
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Facultyof Appliedand CreativeAr'.,
F

/

117

Facultyof Computer Scienceand InformationTechnology

/

54

Facultyof Economicsand Business

/

130
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55

Facultyof Engineering
Facultyof Medicineand Health Sciences

RESEARCH DEGREES (MASTER/PhD)

24

/
/
/
/

Facultyof Social Sciences
Facultyof ResourceScienceand Technology

24
165

Prospectiveapplicantsshouldcontactthe
respectivefaculty/institute/centrefor further

Institute of East Asian Studies

3

detailsof researchprojectsundereachfield of

Institute of Health and Community Medicine

9

specialization.

Centre for Laneuaee StudýPý

4

Institute of Biodiversityand EnvironmentalConservation

262

TOTALBY PROGRAMME

" Facultyof Appliedand CreativeArts
" Facultyof CognitiveSciencesandHurnan
Development
" Faculty of Computer Sr trn( t, jnd
Information Technology

" Facultyof Economicsand Business,
" Facultyof Medicineand HealthScienr.e
" Facultyof Engineering
" Facultyof SocialSciences
" Facultyof ResourceScienceand
Technology
" Centrefor LanguageStudies
" Instituteof Biodiversityand Environmental
Conservation
" Instituteof EastAsianStudies
" Instituteof Healthand Community

Number of International Students
2008
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10

2

Iraq

3

Myanmar

1

Nigeria

"1
11
2

Pakistan
USA
Syria

2

Fxulty of ResourceScience
and Tecfmology
of Medicineanc
sciences
. r^
Fxuity of Appaedand
Creatie Arts

2
1

raaJN of Scc aI Sciences

1
7

0

21

5

12

2

4

4

3

3-

1

21

22

2

51

1-

2

1

1

I

2
TOTAL

85

35

1
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Medicine
COURSEWORK DEGREES (MASTER)
" CorporateMasterin Business
Administration(CMBA)
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/

/

/

" Masterof Sciencein HumanResource
Development(HRD)

Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology

/

/

/

Faculty of Economics and Bus.ness

/

/

/

Management/
" Masterof Environmental
Science
" Masterof Environmental
(SustainableLandUseand Natural

Facultyof Engineering

/

/

Faculty of Me6cine and Heat, Sc e^ieý

/

/

/

Facultyof SocialSciences

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Institute of East Asian Studies

/

/

Institute of Health and Community Medicine

/

/

ResourceManagement-Malaysia)

Faculty of Resource Scerce and 't,

(SLUSE-M)

Institute of Biodiversity and Environmental Conservation

" Masterof AdvancedInformation
Technology(MATT)
" Masterof PublicHealth(MPH)
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Total Number of Postgraduate
Graduated UNIMASConvocation
2008
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Pusat Khidmat Maklumat Akademik
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BIJU ISSAC
04011115
Facultyof Engineering
Field of Study:

ý

E.

a
n
r

a

NGUI KWANGSING
04010068
Facultyof CognitiveScienceand Human Development
Fieldof Study:

NetworkingandMobileCommunication
Titleof Thesis:
PredictiveMobilityManagementUsingOptimizedDelays
in IEEE802.11 Infractructure
andSecurityEnhancements
Networks

Human Resource Development
Title of Thesis :

CHONG SIAW FUNG
01010030
Faculty of Cognitive Science and Human Development
Field of Study:

ONNI SUHAIZA
03010056
Facultyof Engineering
Fieldof Study:
CivilEngineering
Title of Thesis:
FloodEstimationat UngaugedRiverBasinsin Sarawak
By Regionalisation
Technique

HumanResourceDevelopment
Titleof Thesis:
Effectsof SelectedBehaviouraland Organizational
Factorson TrainingOutcomesandMaintenanceof
TrainingTransfer

LIM TEK YONG
0200039
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology
Field of Study:

HumanComputerInteraction
Title of Thesis:
SystemsDevelopmentand UsabilityEvaluationof
for HouseDesignand
VirtualCollaborativeTechnology
Renovation

MOHD.IKHWANUDDINBIN ABDULLAH
03010057
Facultyof Scienceand ResourceTechnology
Fieldof Study:

Marine Biology
Title of Thesis
The Biology, Fishery and Development of Seed
Production Techonology of Blue Swimming Crab,
Portunus Pelagicus (Linnaeus, 1766)

Relationships
BetweenOrganisational
Learning
Capabilitywith SelectedOrganisational
Variablesand
Competitveness
of SmallandMediumSizedEnterprises

ROBERTMENUASALEH
95010003
Facultyof SocialScience
Fieldof Study:

Communication for Development
Among ThanCommunity

Title of Thesis:
Communication
Rolesof ThanCommunityStructuresin
DevelopmentProjectsin KanowitDistrict,SibuDivision,
Sarawak

CONVOCATION
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Engineering

FACULTYOF ECONOMICSAND BUSINESS
Master of Science: Economics
1. LEONGCHOIMEN

Master of Engineering: Environmental
57. FREDDYKHO WEE LIANG

Coprorate Master in Business Administration
2. ADDAY
ANAKANYUT
3. ADIDEWANTO

Master of Engineering: Civil Engineering
59. HUWEIKIET
60. SIAPIKSOON

58.

OON YIN WEE

4.
5.

AHMADZAFRANBIN ABDULLAH@ ZAWAWI
ALI RAHMANBIN HAMDAN

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

BUSANG
ANAKBEDINDANG
CHAIMINCHIAT
CHEONG
YAWHONG
CHINHOWLIONG
CHIONG
SIKING
CHONG
CHINGPHANG
CHUOSINGING
SERUJI
BINTIAWANG
DAYANG
NORZALINA
CHEESIONG
FOONG
GERARD
HARRY
GRACE
TIONGFENFEN
HASIMAH
BINTISAILI
HENRY
ANAKNYAMBAR
HIIWEIMIN
HIIHEEEE
HOAl YING
JEMIEANAKMENCHOL
KOHSAYUNG
LAICHINGLING
LAUSIECHOON
LEEWEEJU

27.
28.

LEE YUN FUI
LIM HUI SING

29.
30.
31.

LING KAH WEI
LING SUEM SENG
LINGWEI LIAN

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

BINBUJANG
MAHATHIR
MARYRITAANAKMATHIAS
MASTUYAH
BINTISAHARI
MAWKINGLA
MAZIABINTIISMAIL
MOHAMAD
RIZALBINSAHARI
NABILLAH
RASHIDAH
BINTIABDULKADIR
NGUKIONGSHENG
NGUMINGHO
ROSELIND
EMBAIKASSIM
ROSMIN
BINTIIQBALHUSSAIN
SIMONSUHIONGTING
SITIFARRAH
BINTIJAAFAR
SUKJEET
KAURSANDHU
TINGHENANG

47.
48.

TING SIE MING
TING SU DING

Master of Advanced Information Technology
75. CHAI JEE SING

49.
50.
51.
52.

TIONGKUNGLEONG
VOONSZELING
WANGBOIHUA
YONGRUEYSHY

76. FELIXCHUOSINGTIING
LOHBINTIABDULLAH
77. LATIFAH
78. WONGWEESIAN

Master of Engineering: Telecommunications
61. TING SIE KING

FACULTYOF MEDICINEAND HEALTHSCIENCES
Master of Science: Molecular Genetics
62.
63.

CYNTHIAPATRICIAANAK NICHOLAS
GRACESIAWEE LU

Master of Science: Molecular Parasitology
64. LAUHUICHONG
Master of Science: Entomology and Molecular
Parasitology
65. TANCHEONG
HUAT
Master of Public Health
66. FAZILAH
BINTIMYDIN
67. HAIRONI
BINTIYUSOFF
68. NORARYANA
BTEHASSAN
69. NORRIHAH
BINTITAKUAN

FACULTYOF APPLIEDAND CREATIVEARTS
Master of Art: Music
70.

CHANGYUN PING

Master of Art: Etnomusicology
71. CONNIELIM KEH NIE

Master of Art: Design Technology
HORN
72. CHRISTINE

FACULTYOF COMPUTERSCIENCEAND
TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION
Master of Science: Information Technology
73. LIM PHEICHIN
Master of Science: Computer Science
74. ONG SIOUCHIN

86.
87.
88:
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

EZLANSHAH
BINABDULRAHMAN
HALIZAH
BINTIALI
HARTINE
BINTISUGIMAN
HOSTEW
LIAN
IDAJULIANA
HUTASUHUT
JACQUELINE
KONLI CHING
JANGGU
ANAKENDIN
LIEWSIAWCHUIN
MARKEDMUND
KASA

95.
96.

MOHD SYAFIQANAS BIN ABDULLAH
NORAIDABINTI WAHID

97. PETER
WONGTZYYCHUAN
98. ROHANIM
BINTISAHARI
99. SHUNEM
ANAKNESSERD
100. WATIKUCHING
101. YEOSUHSUH

SCIENCEAND
FACULTYOF RESOURCE
TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science: Molecular Ecology
102. ANDYKHOHANGUAN
Master of Science: Biotechnology
103. HASHIMATULFATMABINTI HASHIM

Master of Science: Wood Science and Technology
104. LAUHUATCHOI
Master of Science: Plant Biotechnology
105. LAUEETIING
106. PATRICIA
CHONGINGPEI
Master of Science: Inorganic Chemistry
107. LIEWYEWZION
Master of Science: Wood Science
108. LIEWYITLIAN
Master of Science: Environmental Biotechnology
109. NOORKAMALA
BINTIJALIA
Master of Science: Phycology
110. PRISCILLA
SIMBAANAKDANIELNGILEK
Master of Science: Molecular Microbiology
111. WAN ADNAWANIBINTI MEOROSMAN
Master of Science: Microbiology
112. YAP CHIN ANN

Master of Science: Plant Molecular Biology
113. YASOTHA
A/P SUNDARAJ
Master of Environment Science: Human Resource
Development
114. AMY SIM POH LING

FACULTYOF ENGINEERING
Master of Engineering: Mechanical Engineering
53. ALEXON
JONGSZECHIEN
54. GANYONGKIONG

FACULTYOF COGNITIVESCIENCESAND HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT
Master of Science: Cognitive Science
79. LIMYARFEN
80.

MD. SARWARZAHANTAPAN

Master of Science: Human Resource
Development
© MANJAANAKSATT
81. AIMANSATT
ABDULLAH
82. ALEXPEGAANAKMAHDA
83. AMYYAOCHUJIANG
84. ANDYABDULRAZAK
BINTIJUNI
85. EMIRUDZIAWATI

Master of Engineering: Microelektronics
55. CHIEWSUEPING
Master of Engineering: Structural
Engineering
56. CHIEWFEIHA

E
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SHARKAW
BINTIAWANG
SHERRYNAZRA
115. DAYANG
BINSIPHON
116. MOHAMMAD
117. PENNYANAKSUMOK
BINTIYUSUFLATIF
118. REENASABRINA

1

ti"
_'INi,

INSTITUTE OF BIODIVERSITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
Master of Science: Plant Biotechnology
119. BAY HUI HAN

Master of Science: Environmental Management
WEEBENGCHOO
120. JOANNA
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Norafizan
Royal
receives
Award
Education
HOME 14

ý

Royal Education Award
winners Dayang Norafizan Awang Chee (third
right) and Shatin Lee Wan Fei (second
fight). Chancellor Award winner Oscar fir
r. n rrºc. w r_A. e_ ....
.
At
Chan
Wang

Paul
Tang
(fourth left), and Senate Specia)Award
winners Shirley Voo Siew Nee (rigd
ht),
(secondleft),
Willy
(Ain
Siaw
and
Min (left) showing off their
awards after the convocation ceremony,

1,591 receive scrolls at
UNIMAS convocation

Ih 1\ilfred

Pilo

KOTA SAMARAIIAN:
1,591 gradu.ne+ will receive their academic
scrolls for various disciplines
of
studies at the llniverslti
Sarawak
Malaysia (IINISIAS)
convocation
.5)OH darting yesterday.
UW
fing
their

1.465 are get.
of this figure.
first degrees
their
119
while
masters

and

seven

doctor.

ales.

ý

Two who won the prestigious
Royal Academic Award are Davang
Norafizan Awang Chee in Resource
Chemistry
from the Faculty
of
Sciencesand ResourcesTechnology
and Shalin Lee %SanFei in nursing
front the Faculty of Medicines
and
Health Science.
The Chancellor Award went to
((scar Dousin in Human Resource
from the Faculty of Cognitive

Si trace, and Drvelopmmnt
Pro-Chancellor
Award went
to Terence than
Paul Wang in
Mechanical
and Manufacturing
from the Faculty of Engineering.
Special
Senate Award went
to Shirley
Voo Slew Nee in
Computer
Sciences
from the
Faculty of Computer Sciences
and
Information
Technology,
Tan At
Tang in Civil Engineering
from
Faculty of Engineering
and Will,
Chin Siaw Min in Sciences
and
V'etcrinarv Management
from the
Faculty of Sciences
and Resources
Technology.
The oldest student to
receive his
academic scroll is SA years old Dr
Robert Menua
anal Salleh who did
a research on development
from
the Faculty of Social Science.

lie is also one of the first three
Bumiputra students
receiving

I heir Doctor of Philosoph
from
11\I\IAS
The other two are Dr Mhd
Ikhwanuddin
P Polity
bin
Abdullah in Marine Biology from
Faculty of Sciences
and Resources
Technologe and Dr Onnt Suhaisa
hinn tirla man m Ilýdiulols
Irum
I it iii, nt I ul; uu
rang
Husband and wife
who graduat.
ed together in 2008 arc Adt fyewa rtu
from Faculty of Economics
and
Business and Ida Juliana Hutasuhut
from the Faculty
of Cognitive
Sc us
and t man Raaotrrcea
The other couple is Enlanshah
bin Abdul Rahman
and his sire
Hallzah All. Both did (heir degree
studies at the Faculty of Cognitive
Sciences and Human Resources.
There were 1,031 males
and 439
females doing full time
studies who
are graduating this year.

" '07

mobile node receives from the neighbouring access points. The circular
region around an access point is divided into four regions, which is a
key concept and the central server knows the region and association of

Predictive Mobility Management Using Optimized Delays
and Security Enhancements in IEEE802.11 Infractructure
Networks
by
BijuIssac
Doctor of Philosophy

the mobile node. When the mobile node moves, the changed RSSI value
that it receives from neighbouring access points is communicated to the
server and that indicates the movement pattern to the server. The mobility

The IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (also called WLAN) is very
popular nowadays, and many public places have WLAN installations, for
example in airports, coffee houses, shopping malls and customer service
centres. Though a good data rate of 54 Mbps is offered by 802.11g
standard, there are indeed issues to tackle in relation to mobility and

prediction through location tracking may face some problems, when RSSI
values fade or when the RSSI values received from different neighbours
are similar. So we propose to use data mining in parallel, so that mobility
prediction would be more reliable. Mobility prediction through data mining
is done based on the past history of mobile node's path. It consists of three

security. Our research focus is to improve the mobility management and
security aspect of IEEE 802.11 infrastructure networks. Dealing with the

phases namely, user mobility pattern mining, generation of mobility rules
using the mined user mobility patterns, and the mobility prediction itself.
The mobility prediction results suggest a prediction accuracy of 80 to 90%

mobility management and dealing with the security enhancement form the
first and second part of the thesis respectively. In the first part, performance
analysis of the current IEEE 802.11 network standards was initially done.

or more, when compared to the other baseline schemes. This is because
of the lower subset of access points that a mobile node can move, when it
moves between regions. Under the delay management, scan or probe delay,

Under the current technology, when a mobile node moves from one access
point to another, the handoff is not always smooth and connection may be

which is the major delay contributor, is greatly reduced by doing selective
scanning of active channels with optimized variables. The access points

dropped as a result. The reason for that is inherent in the mobility design
problems of the existing implementations. For handoff to be smooth, the
cumulative handoff delay should be around 50 msec or lesser for voice

advertise its channel of transmission to mobile node and to the central
server, which helps the selective scanning process. Authentication delay
is reduced by pre-authenticating the mobile node with all the neighbouring

related applications. However, currently the handoff delay is of the order
of several hundred milliseconds. This is contributed by delays such as
delay and reassociation delay. Our
delay,
scan
or
probe
authentication
contribution to mobility management is to propose a mobility prediction
algorithm using location tracking and data mining, to propose a delay

access points of the current access point. The reassociation delay is
reduced by taking advantage of the mobility prediction of the next access
point. The average scan delay, authentication delay and reassociation delay

and the second stage resource reservation is done based on the packet
traffic type, for example, text data and audio, where a greater percentage
is allocated for audio based traffic. The overall effect of all the above steps
would be a smooth handoff which delivers a low handoff delay of around
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Figure1. ThePredictiveMobilityManagementScheme

managementapproachthat cuts downmajordelays,andto proposea two
stage resourcereservationscheme.Locationtracking withoutthe use of
GPS(GlobalPositioningSystem)works by using a centralizedserverthat
helpsto locate the current locationof the mobile nodewithina restricted
Strength
the
Signal
that
Indicator
(RSSI
Received
based
the
value
on
area,
OH

values for 100 paths was found to be 9.9 msec, 4.3 msec and 12.2 msec
respectively. Resource reservation is done in two stages. The first stage
resource reservation is initiated based on the next access point prediction
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50 msec. In the second part of the thesis, IEEE802.11 security analysis is
done through war-driving, packet analysis, WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy)
cracking, ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) poisoning, and MAC (Medium
Access Control) spoofing. Even if the wireless packets are encrypted, the
header of each packet can reveal important information that can be used
to perform spoofing attacks. To prevent some major spoofing attacks like
ARP poisoning and MAC spoofing, we designed two secure versions of
protocols, namely Secure Unicast Address Resolution Protocol (S-UARP)
and Secure Dynamic Host Configuration protocol (S-DHCP).ARP spoofing
attack happens when the attacker succeeds in poisoning the ARP cache
of the mobile node, so that he can do a man-in-the-middleattack. Using
MAC spoofing the attacker can send packets with spoofed MAC address,
so that all outgoing packets will bear the wrong address. S-UARPhelps to
thwart ARP spoofing attacks and S-DHCPhelps to stop the MAC spoofing
attacks. S-UARP,unlike the normal ARP is unicast and not broadcast in
nature, and it improves the protocol performance, in terms of reducing

and environmental factors on training outcomes and transfer. Knowledge
of such influences would help enterprises and HRD practitioners to plan
and implement training programs more effectively in order to maximize
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results. This study is conducted to determine the effects that selected
behavioral and organizational factors may have on training outcomes and
maintenance of transfer. A 1-day training course on 5S housekeeping
practices entitled "Amalan 5S untuk Operasi Perusahaan" was conducted
to achieve the purpose of this study. Adopting a pre-test post- test quasiexperimental research design, participants were put through the training
course, and measures of the related factors were taken before, during,
and after that course. A total of 235 operations workers and supervisors
from 12 manufacturing organizations in Sabah and Labuan Federal Territory
participated, but only 221 remained at the end of the data collection
period. Specifically, seven behavioral and organizational factors were
considered in this study. Self-efficacy and expectancy were considered
as cognitive behaviors; job involvement and organizational commitment
as job attitudes; and job support, supervisory and managerial support,
and organizational support as organizational factors. These factors were
measured immediately before the 5S training course, using items that
were validated through confirmatory factor analysis in a pilot study. Pretest and post-test were conducted immediately before and after the 5S

FIRST STAGE RESOURCE
RESERVATION done, based
on prediction

i

SECOND STAGE RESOURCE
RESERVATION done based
Second stage Resource I on traffic type (text voice)
Reservation happens
without Prediction
}
Cunene AP RSSI < Handoff threshold
and/or Next AP RSSI > Handoff
threshold HANDOFF HAPPENS
(hand off delay - 50 ms)

MOBILE
STAGE
Registration to new AP
and de-registration with
old AP happens in
MOBILE STAGE

participants' affective and utility reactions to training were measured using a
validated instrument immediately after the course. Related work behavioral
performance measures were made one week before the 5S training course
as the baseline measure. Subsequently, measures were taken at five points
of measure after the 5S training course (1 week, 3 months, 6 months,
9 months, and 12 months). Gain in the behavioral performance scores
against the baseline measure was regarded as training transfer.

----

Handoff details/path stored in
Handoff Cache/Log

training course to assess the extent of learning among the participants
in terms of declarative knowledge and application-based knowledge. The

POST MOBILE
STAGE

Figure2. OverallFlowChartof the PredictiveMobility
ManagementScheme
unnecessarybroadcast overhead.The protocols in both cases use a
sharedkeyto appenda checksumto plaintext messagefor better security.
Threedifferentversionsof the two protocolsare presented,with increasing
S-UARP
in
broadcast
The
with
packet
reduction
average
securityoptions.
found
ACK
ACK
(acknowledgement)
ARP,
to
was
and
with
without
respect
to be 9.77 times and 6.50 times respectively.The secureversionof ARP
protocolwasfoundto be havingcomparableperformance,in terms of time
consumed,with respect to normalARPand secureversionof DHCPwas
usingup moretime thanthe normalDHCPprocess.

Effects of Selected Behavioural and Organizational Factors
on Training Outcomes and Maintenance of Training
Transfer
by
ChongSiawFung
Doctor of Philosophy

Thepatternof the maintenanceof transferwas examinedthrougha plotted
maintenancecurve. Trainingtransfer mean scores plotted on a timeline
yieldedthe observationof sharp increaseof transfer at the earlierperiod
(0-6 months),graduallyarrivingat a plateauat the later period after the
5S trainingcourse. This seemedto indicatethat trainingtransfer at the
earlierperiodimmediatelyafter a trainingexperienceis crucialto efforts of
transfermaintenance.
Correlations and multiple regression analysis were conducted to test the
hypotheses. Effect size and power of the statistical tests performed was
estimated to verify the findings. Among the significant findings, cognitive
behaviors were found to be the dominant factor contributing to 19% of
the total variance in affective reaction, 11% of the total variance in utility
in
declarative
knowledge.
in
2.4%
the
the
total
gain
of
variance
and
reactions,
Organizational factors, on the other hand, have dominant influence over
training transfer at all points of measure except one week immediately
after the 5S training course, contributing to about 3% of the total variance.
The seven selected factors contributed to 21% of the total variance in
affective reaction, 14% of the total variance in utility reaction., but only
about 2% to 3% to the total variance in learning, and 2% to 4% to the total
variances in training transfer. Expectancy and supervisory and managerial
support contributed positively to about 20% of the total variance in affective
reactions and 12% of the total variance in utility reactions. Organizational
support positively affected training transfer at 3 months after the 5S training

Training can be an expensive investment with little assurance of returns.
Thus, training effectiveness is a great concern for enterprises and Human
Resource Development (HRD) practitioners. Positive training outcomes

course. Self- efficacy was found to have negative effect on training transfer
6 months after the training; while job involvement had negative influence
over training transfer at 9 and 12 months after the training. Likewise, job

be
from
to
is
expected
any training
result
transfer
a
viable
perhaps
and
intervention. Earlier studies related to training effectiveness tend to focus
1980's,
however,
By
the
implementation.
end
of
design
training
and
on

support contributed negatively to about 4% of the total variance in training
transfer at 3,6,9,
and 12 months after the training. Consistent with
critical suggestions by some researchers, reactions were found to have no
effects over learning and transfer. However, learning in application-based

there is a renewed research interest in the possible effects of human-related
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knowledgecontributedpositivelyto trainingtransfer at 9 and 12 months colours;if the groupwaresupportedobject-outcomecomponentonly,they
after the training,indicatingthat retentionof learnedknowledge,especially could not achievecommongroundin order to distributethe tasks, and to
that whichis relatedto application,is importantfor longerterm transfer.
communicatetheir customisationerrors. However,the availabilityof both
componentsenabledparticipantsto performthe task effectively,resulting
Negativeinfluencesfromjob supportandjob involvement
to trainingtransfer in greatersatisfaction.
may be a reflection of the participants'over-dependence
on resources
and support providedat work, and their reluctanceto initiate changes. The second experiment examined the type of display mode that was
This suggestionis supportedby journalnotes made during post-training required to support Collaborative Awareness at the comprehension level.
assessmentwhichrevealedthat corporateinitiativescouldhavesignificant In comparing two groupware, the results showed that the spatial-temporal
effects over transfer effort. So, practical support from the organization relationship component reduced time on task because the ability to focus
to initiatetransfer efforts is likely to improvetrainingtransfer.It is thus their attention on the collaborative task visually; as such it was preferred by
recommendedthat someform of TrainingTransferSupportSystem(TTSS) participants. Since both groupware supported the same basic data, there
should be establishedin organizationsto facilitate collaborativeaction- was no difference between them in system effectiveness.
planning,and to initiate, monitor, and evaluatethe process of training
The final experiment evaluated the additional data that were required
transferafter a trainingintervention.

Systems Development and Usability Evaluation of Virtual
Collaborative Technology for House Design and Renovation
by
Lim TekYong
Doctor of Philosophy
Threemainproblemswere addressedin this thesis. First, the needfor a
theoreticalframeworkto guide developmentof a synchronousdistributed
groupware.Second,the needto evaluatethe usabilityof thegroupwareusing
standardmeasurementmetrics. Third,the needto developcollaborative
tasks that enabledmeasurementof collaborativeawareness.

to support Collaborative Awareness at the projection level. Through
the comparisons of two groupware, the results revealed that the task
distribution-projector component supported projection of a shared goal.
Participants acquired the task-distribution projector component for short
durations as it was perceived as additional information only. Nevertheless,
they were satisfied with the groupware as the tasks could be completed
without committing errors.

In sum, this thesis has demonstratedthat developmentof synchronous
distributedgroupwareshouldbedrivenby a Collaborative
AwarenessModel.
Severalguidelineswere derivedfrom the experimentalinvestigationsthat
may be appliedin developingusablesynchronousdistributedgroupware.
Thethesis also discussedthe limitationsof the findingsand how they can
be overcomein future research.

The first issue was investigated by developing a Collaborative Awareness
Model that integrated Situation Awareness and Activity Theory. The model
predicted how remote collaborators worked together in home modification,
using different Collaborative Awareness components to perform the tasks at
three Collaborative Awareness levels, namely: perception, comprehension
and projection. The second issue was resolved through the use of usability
metrics comprising effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction. Three
additional measures were used to complement the basic measures, namely,
user preference, customisation errors and component acquisition. The third
issue was examined through the use of intellective tasks that forced remote
collaborators to cooperate in achieving their task goals. This, then, enabled
measurement of Collaborative Awareness.
The investigation began with a naturalistic observation of a home owner and
a contractor in face-to-face home modification. The model explained how
they used Collaborative Awareness components in their collaboration. Four
components were identified, namely subject-collaborator member, objectoutcome, spatial-temporal relationship and mediation-projector component.
Next, a laboratory observational study compared the use of Collaborative
Awareness components in face-to-face setting and synchronous distributed
groupware. It was found that synchronous distributed groupware supported
home modification better in object-outcome component as participants
could view the final outcome of home modification instantly. This led to
the integration of the Collaborative Awareness components into different
groupware systems to evaluate their utility and usability.
The first experiment investigated the basic data that were required to support
Collaborative Awareness at the perception level. Four different groupware
were compared, with results showing that the subject-collaborator
member and object-outcome components were frequently acquired during
collaboration. If the groupware supported subject-collaborator member
component only, participants customised the same wall with different
1ý
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The Biology, Fishery and Development of Seed Production
Techonology of Blue Swimming Crab, Portunus Pelagicus
(Linnaeus, 1766)
by
Mohd.lkhwanuddinBinAbdullah
Doctor of Philosophy
The study of biology, fishery and development of seed production
technology of blue swimming crab (Portunus pelagicus) was carried out at
Sematan coastal water, Sarawak. The objectives of the biology study on
P. pelagicus were to determine the reproductive biology and natural diet.
The objectives of the fishery study on the other hand were to determine
the population characteristics from the commercial fishery catch. For the
seed production technology study of P. pelagicus, the objectives were to
determine the best ovigerous female production technique, the optimal
rearing condition parameters, the effects of food types, the effects of
culture vessel colour and larvae stocking rate and the hatchery run for
the production of the 1 st day juvenile crab (CI). The biological study
results show that the size at maturity, CW50 occurred at 9.5 cm CW in
the female crabs and at 8.5 cm CW in the male crabs. The P. pelagicus
crab population were reproductive throughout the year. The mean number
of eggs was 2,132,924. The fecundity was significantly related to crab
size. The main crab diet consists of a variety of slow-moving invertebrates.
Bivalves were most dominant dietary categories found in the P. pelagicus
crab foregut (75.86%). The fishery study results on P. pelagicus show
that the percentage of species composition been caught are 97.69%.
The proportion of males is higher than females with a mean sex ratio of
females to males is 1:2.46. The carapace width (CW) and body weight
(BW) relationship for male. crabs was estimated as y=10.178e02197x
(R2=0.791; n=2,788) and y=10.412e0.239x (R2=0.8364; n=1,412) for

female crab. The percentage of mature male crabs is 92.48- 100% and
mature female crabs are 74.22- 100%. P. pelagicus female crabs reached

been described as potent source for sustainable competitive advantage for
organisations operating in an increasingly turbulent environment. In response,

the size at maturity (CW50) when the crab was 0.52 years olds and 0.50
years olds for male crabs. The results for the P. pelagicus seed production
technology study recommended that the culture manegement practices
and protocols for the production of quality ovigerous female is as follows:

this study empirically investigated the relationships between selected
organisational contextual variables, OL capability and competitiveness in
the context of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). It aimed to
determine the factors that influence organisational learning capability and

the wild mature female crab and crab size of more than the size at maturity,
CW50 of 9.5 cm CW are selected. The selected mature crab is acclimatised

to analyse the development of organisational learning capability as a potent
strategy towards enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs. Theoretical

for 1-2 days to the rearing tank condition. This crab broodstock is fed
once daily with fresh chopped fish. This spent broodstock crabs should be

foundations were drawn from the domain of OL, Learning organisation
and resource-based theories as frameworks for the study. Dimensions of

stocked in the culture tanks at 1 crab per ton culture tank capacity. This
spent broodstock crabs is also been unilaterally eyestalk ablated using the
cautery pinch method. The combination fresh fish (5% total crab biomass
daily) and tiger prawn formulated pellet (1.5% total crab biomass daily)

organisational structure, human capital enhancing practices and team-based
problem-solving practices were modelled as antecedents of OL capability.
The capability in turn was modelled to affect the strategic orientation and

were used and given as food to this broodstock. The tanks where the
broodstock are stoked is filled with filtered seawater and is maintained at
30 till 34 PSU for salinity, more than 6 mg /1 for dissolved oxygen, pH
between 8.0 till 8.7 and temperature should be between 30 till 34°C and
water exchange should be 100% daily. The culture media should be treated
with 10 ppm oxytetracycline throughout the culture period. The selection
of quality ovigerous female of P. pelagicus should be selected for their
general health and activity, and condition of their egg mass. The ovigerous

competitiveness of SMEs. The objectives of the study were achieved
using a quantitative survey based on the positivist paradigm. An initial pilot
study was undertaken to ensure the validity and reliability of the survey
questionnaire. A stratified random sampling technique was then employed
to obtain the sample for the main study, consisting of manufacturing and
services SMEs in Sarawak. A total of 256 valid responses were achieved,
yielding a final response rate of 32 percent. A 2-stage structural equation
modeling (SEM)technique was used to test the validity of the overall model

females produced should be transferred to the holding tanks (1 crab per
ton tank capacity) in a darkroom environment. It will be then transferred
to the hatching tank after the ovigerous female eggs have turned black.
After hatching the larvae will be counts and transfers to the rearing tank.
This study has also applied management strategies in the larvae rearing
which are designed to maintain stability of the culture environment and
reduce the potential for the opportunistic pathogens to invade the culture
system. The management strategies applied in the hatchery trials of this
study included the usage of the culture management practices and protocol
for the production of quality ovigerous female. The larvae rearing culture
process should start three days before hatching of the crab larvae. Water
exchange should be done 100% daily. All dead larvae, dead live food and
left over food should be removed daily from the culture tank. Culture media
should used disinfected rotifer, A rtemia nauplii which are been produced
through calcium hypochlorite decapsulation and disinfected sea water. The
hatchery trials in this study to produced the 1st day juvenile crab (CI) for
the mass production has produced mean survival rate of 10.12%. These
mean survival rate of 10.12% were achieved through the following larvae
culture management practices and parameters: use the present study
management strategies in the larvae rearing, use Rotifer and Artemia as
the main food items and the combination of Nannochloropsis and Spirulina
as the minor food items, maintained water temperature between 28-30°C
and water salinity more than 29 PSU, use dark grey colour tank back
ground or darker-coloured tank background to culture the crab larvae,use
a low stocking rate of 20 pieces /1 and use suspended substrate in the
culture tank during the megalopa stage. The mean survival rate of 10.12%
of the larvae stage reaching the Cl crab stage is considered as a major
breakthrough for the development of the P. pelagicus commercial seed
production technology in future.

Relationships Between Organisational Learning Capability
with Selected Organisational Variables and Competitveness
of Small and Medium Sized Enterprises
by
NguiKwangSing
Doctor of Philosophy

and the hypothesised relationships between the theoretical constructs, The
study found strong empirical support for conceptualising the constructs
knowledge transfer and integration, and managerial commitment to learning
as two inter-related dimensions of OL capability. Empirical results from
SEM also indicated that aspects of organisational structure and managerial
practices adopted by SMEs exert differing effects on their organizational
learning capability. On one hand, high levels of structural formalisation
and specialisation would negatively affect the intensity of transfer and
integration of knowledge, and perceived commitment of leaders to
learning. On the other hand, the adoption of managerial practices aimed
at enhancing the human-capital of the organisation, as well as promoting
team-based approach towards problem-solving would positively affect
the aforementioned dimensions of OL capability. The study further found
that a strong OL capability contributed towards enhancing organisational
competitiveness by supporting the pursuant of an aggressive competitive
orientation. The study informs managerial decision-making with regards to
configuring the organisational structure and practices in order to foster and
support the development of a strong organizational learning capability. The
study also added value to the extant literature concerning how organizational
learning capability leads to enhanced competitiveness.

The developmentof a strong organisationallearning(OL)capabilityhas
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Flood Estimation at Ungauged River Basins in Sarawak By
Regionalisation Technique
by
OnniSuhaiza
Doctor of Philosophy
This study is about flood estimation at ungauged basin in Sarawak by
utilising the regionalisation technique. There are 21 major river basins in
Sarawak. Being the largest state in Malaysia and still not fully developed,
Sarawak has only about 60 gauging stations distributed throughout the
state. However, due to limited records and tidal influence, discharges
records from only 19 stations could be used in this study. A study on the
flood frequency regions for the Sarawak state was carried out using the
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Gumbel Distribution with Weibull, Gringorten and the L-Momentformula. The
probability plot and flood-frequency curves by Gumbel distribution of each
of the 19 individual stations were prepared using three different plotting
position formulae (i.e. Weibull, Gringorten and L-moments). Superimposed
flood frequency curves from Gumbel distribution with the Gringorten formula
along with other factors influencing the flood flows in a river basin such as
the climate, topography and hydrological characteristics were taken into
consideration before finalising the regional flood frequency boundaries
and regional dimensionless flood frequency curves. Further, a study on
mean annual flood regions for Sarawak was carried out using the Multiple
Regression Analysis Method. For the derivation of the regional mean annual
flood equations and mean annual flood regions, the mean annual discharge
records from the 19 stations and their catchment's characteristics such
as catchment area and mean annual catchment rainfall that could affect
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Figure2: Dimensionless
RegionalFloodFrequencyCurvesfor Sarawak
Basedon GumbelDistributionUsingGringortenFormula

and magnitudein Sarawak.The derivationof the regionaldimensionless
floodfrequencycurvesandregionalflood frequencyboundariesshowsthat
the state of Sarawakcouldbe representedby five regionalflood frequency
curvesand five flood frequencyregions.As for the derivationof regional
meanannualflood equationsand meanannualflood region,two regional
meanannualflood equationsand two meanannualflood regionsare the
outcomes.By using the combinationof index flood method (in regional
flood frequencyanalysis)and multipleregressionmethodpresentedin this
study,the predictedQ10 (fromregionalanalysis)of the 19 samplestations
are within0.75 to 1.50 times the observedQ10 (fromindividualanalysis).

Communication Roles of Iban Community Structures in
Development Projects in Kanowit District, Sibu Division,
Sarawak
by
RobertMenuaSalleh
Doctor of Philosophy
The purpose of this study is to examine the effects and consequences
of development upon community structures and traditional processes of
communication among Iban community in Kanowit district, Sarawak. The

Figure1: RegionalFloodFrequencyMapfor SarawakBasedon Gumbel
DistributionUsingGringortenFormula

the mean annual discharge are considered.Once the flood frequency
region and mean annualflood region for the site to be estimatedhave
beenidentified,the designercould come out with the flood estimationfor
the site by multiplyingthe regionaldimensionlessflood frequencycurve
andthe regionalmeanannualflood equationrepresentingthe site. Results
and analysisof the probabilityplot and flood-frequencycurvesby Gumbel
Distributionof each of the 19 individualstations plots, haveconsistently
shownthat GumbelDistributionplottedwith the Gringortenformulaalways
lie in betweenthe GumbelDistributionplotted with Weibullformulawhich
alwaysgivethe highestdischarge,andthe GumbelDistributionplottedwith
L-Momentformulawhichgivesthe lowestdischarge.Someliteratureshave
stated that regionalisationtechniqueswork best with L-Moments,but if
usedwith GumbelDistribution,the resultsmay not be consistent.Thus,the
Gringortenformulais recommendedfor use in determiningfloodfrequency
IZ
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principal presumptive premise of development programmes is that newer
is better, the development agencies know best, and by whatever strategy
development is to be effected-co-optation or intervention-the recipients
also are beneficiaries. The effectiveness of development routinely is
measured in units or terms of production, viz., more is better. Other effects
of development upon community structures and traditional processes of
communication are innocently or intentionally disregarded. In light of this
premise, the main focus of this study is to study the communication roles
of Iban community structures in rural development projects in Kanowit
district, Sibu Division, Sarawak. The research methodology employed for
this study is a combination of both quantitative and qualitative research
method, based on one shot cross-sectional survey design which focus
on the role of community structures as facilitators and inhibitors of
development communication between the Iban community and government
authorities in Kanowit. Field survey, using both structured and semistructured interview schedule, was conducted throughout the rural areas
of Kanowd district, involving 339 respondents selected at random among
2,267 families/householdS from 138 longhouses. The main findings of
this study were related to the problems of power relations between the

Ibancommunity(projectbeneficiaries/participants)
livingin rural areasand
the authorities(governmentdepartments/agenciesand politicians);and
the lack of effectivenessof the Ibancommunitystructures,especiallycooptedleadershipstructuresandthe traditionalinstitutionof randau/aumas
channelsof communicationandin the decision-making
process.Thisstudy
has also found out that the institutionof randau.
/aum operatesdifferently

in the different types of development projects implemented in the rural
areas of Kanowit district. This study concludes by highlighting some of the
major findings of this study which are expected to generate some interests
among researchers and scholars of development. Some of the issues and
recommendations for future research were highlighted at the end of this
study.
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three mayor types, namely fundamental,'basic

that
ed
_t,
each cluster-based research projects have a few

Japan, with the main objective of supporting
our young lecturers to kick-start their research

research, applied research and experimental
development. The research activities in the

postgraduate students (by research) attached
to it. Working with principal researchers, the

projects immediately after coming back from
their study leave.

faculty are further classified into six research

students derive their postgraduate theses from
the research project. All research projects
should have merit-based research scholarships

The faculty recognizes the following as concrete

niche groups, namely:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Energy,
Infrastructuredevelopmentand
management,
Microelectronicssystemdesign,
Computerand communication
technology
Advancedmaterials,and
Manufacturingsystems.

The main objective of these research niche
groups is to allow for researchconvergence
and the optimizationof researchresources.At
the faculty level, a cluster-basedapproachto
researchis encouraged.As far as possible,the
facultydesiresresearchto be inter-disciplinary
in design and approach. Inter-faculty and
inter-institutional research collaboration is
encouragedsincethe sharingof expertiseand
techniquesacross disciplinesand institutional
boundariesshall eventuallyprove beneficialin

evidence of quality research output:
1.
Externally refereed publications,

and studentships for fieldwork to assist their
postgraduate students financially throughout

2.

the duration of their studies.
In order to have synergy in some of the niche
groups, the faculty has setup Center of Research

3.

Presentation of research work at
external conferences,

Successin attractingfurther
substantialresearchfunding,and
Supervisionof researchstudentsto
completionof their degree.

4.

Excellence on Energy and Environmental
Engineering, or CORE3 in January 2008. The
center will be strategically positioned to grab
research opportunities that will be available
from the new Sarawak's corridor of economic
development, SCORE. During the year 20072008, the faculty members have secured a
total of six eScience research grants from
MOSTI, five fundamental research grants from
MOHE, and two contract research grants from
Malaysian Pepper Board. The total value of the
13 grants is RM1,476,002.00. The faculty is

Duringthe 12th convocationceremonyon 11th
August 2008, the faculty is proudto produce
a total of 11 postgraduatestudents,two with
PhDand nine with Mastersdegree.This is the
highestnumberever producedby the facultyin
any one year in its 15 years of existence.As
of September2008, the faculty has a total of
53 active postgraduatestudentsby research,
comprising of 11 PhD and 42 Masters
students.

also honoured to received an annual research
grant of USD15,000.00 from Osaka Gas,
"U\RI,
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External view of the
:e at the Faculty of Resource Science and Technology, UNIMASwhich was
,iproposed earlier as the site for the pilot-plant in the production of biofuel from sago biomass.
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ARE
WE
BIOFUELED
FOR
THE
FUTURE?
The
abundance of our agricultural waste which requires only simple
processing provide huge opportunities to minimize future dependence
on the depleting fossil fuel
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minimum. 400 . of wastewater,containing
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fibres alone
and
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This indeed is a considerable
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Per acre, production
of biodiesel from
alga is about 14,000
gallons, compared to
palm (579 gal) and
jatropha (300 gal)
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The e-Bario project is a joint pilot research project
carried out by Universiti Malaysia Sarawak
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participatory action-oriented research methods),
the community has been provided with Internet

(UNIMAS) and the local community of Bario,
Sarawak. Initiated in 1999, it aims to provide

access via satellite telecommnunication system
(Figure 1) and the telecentre as well as the
More
computer laboratory at the school.

Internet and Communication Technology (ICT)
access and services to the Kelabit people living

importantly, the community is now using the
technologies to communicate with people

in the remote village of Bario. The project also
aims to identify further needs and opportunities

both outside of Bario, both nationally and
internationally. Members of the community that
has mostly benefitted from these ICTs are those

that can be satisfied by the innovative use
of contemporary ICTs and demonstrate how
significant and sustainable development can be
achieved by remote communities through such
implementations. Funding from the project were
obtained from the International Development

involved in the tourism industry. For example, the
lodge owners have been able to communicate
with their international clients and also been

Centre, Canada, and Demonstrator Application
Grant Scheme, Malaysia.

promoting their products online (see Figure 2).
In addition, the telecentre (as a communication
hub) has been involved in organising events to
promote local cuisine (through the Slow Food

Since its inception, the eBario project has
successfully engaged the community to employ

Festival) and the conferences (Bario Knowledge
Fair) to draw more visitors to Bario. With more
visitors coming to Bario, the community as a

ICTs and is sustaining the telecentre through
revenue generated through activities of the
telecentre. By involving the community (using
lÖ

Separation.Worid

of Uactate

ichno

EBARIOPROJECT

Equal
1
ICTs

Access

d

Efficient , ., ,t.
ý ý.
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whole benefits with more money brought into the
economic ecosystem of Bario.

MEASAT

From the experienceof the eBano Research
Team, the critical successful factors of the
projectare providedbelow.
"

The team's experience indicates that
technology cannot function successfully
without the community's aspiration and
readiness to improve their well-being.
The best information and communication
technologies provided would not create a
community's capacity.

"

Community participation is critical. This
can be achieved by establishing a steering
committee made up of the community
leaders and the project team. Cooperation
provided from the community acts as a
catalyst in the project.

"

Figure 1' Telecommunication Technologies Used in Bario
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in Barlo.

These local champions are ideally members
of the community and are passionate about
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helping their community to improve. These
local champions act as catalysts, motivator
to the project and persevere through any
set-backs. These individuals are also the
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"vision carriers" and have the capacity to
mobilize local resources, including providing
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In eBario, local champions are a key
component in the success of the telecentre.
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the communities. Rural students have always
started at disadvantage when they left Bario.
The telecentre, as the communication hub and
source of information, has narrowed the gap
between the shy, unexposed rural students and
the aggressive, well-informed counterparts in
town. Communication with family is also more
convenient. Before, words and news never
reached their loved ones in time, and always
arrived too late. Now, the communities can send
and receive news from their loved ones instantly
using the telephone. The phone is also proven

beneficial during emergencies. Due to bad
weather,flights sometimesturned back to Miri.
Withthe phone,the communitiescan updatethe
airport on the weatherconditionand persuade
the flight to return especiallyduring times of
an emergency.Furthermore,the telecentrehad
been used as the operationcentre for search "
and rescuemissionfor helicoptercrash on July
12th 2004. Reports,updates,andpressrelease
were sent directly from Bario. The telecentre
helped in communication and information
coordination,which assistedin the search and
rescuemission.

On major key to success is to focus on
the very people that the ICTsare supposed
to assist. In order for the ICTsto work,
buy-in as well as a proper organisation

Figure2: Exampleof self initiatedadvertisementby the Bariolodgeowners
In addition to economic improvements, the
eBario project has helped improve lives of

There should also be ongoing training
programmes to ensure the community

structure needs to be put in place. The
implementation of technology facilities is
generally the easiest component to
implement, the capability of changing the
mindset of the target community, is
essential to success.

Thetelecentre'sexistenceand sustainability
is tied to the ICTsmeetingthe actualneeds
of the community.As such,the needsof
the communityhaveto be identifiedfirst,
andthen to determinewhetherthe
technologiesare necessaryin the first
place. By identifyingthe needsof the
community,and that the ICTsare ableto
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meet those needs,the motivationto adapt
ICTsinto the dailylives of the community
wouldbe assured.
Thereis a needfor skilledcommunity
memberswho are able to maintainthe
technologiesprovided.Thesecommunity
membersnot only ensurethat the ICTsare
workingbut also can troubleshootproblems
whicharise. Dependingon technical
supportto fix ICTproblemsin the cities,
maytake days,in the remoteareasit
maybe weeks(or months)beforeany
assistancearrives(if at all). In addition

"

implementation, and monitoring process of the
project at each site. Each telecentre will be

Members of COERI include faculty members
from not only technology-oriented fields such as

run by the community, and at each site to be
financially feasible in 5 years.

computer science and information technology,
engineering, but also social science, cognitive
science and human development, and education.

Thus far, two sites have been identified, one
in Sabah and one in Sarawak. These sites are

Among the key activities, COERI sets out to
generate and disseminate knowledge that

considered extremely remote, one requiring an
hour-travel by four wheel drive followed by 6

transforms

hour walk. Another site requires 10-hour journey
by four-wheel drive, followed by an hour on the

based society. CoERI's research focus covers
two areas: ICT Development (ICTD) and ICT
for Rural Development (ICT4RD). ICTD is

longboat (see Figure 3).

and empowers communities to
harness technologies and become a knowledge-

mainly associated with the development of
technological infrastructure which comprises
telecommunication, energy and Information

to strong technical members, it would seem
that an entrepreneur is necessary to keep

-echnology (IT). The ICT4RD research group

the telecentre running. It is this entrepreneur
who will need to be able to follow throuý,ý

"

on the businessplanidentified,to susta,
the telecentre.

To exploretheoryand practiceof ICTfor
rural inclusion.

"

To study the impact and constraints of
echnology and rural ICT infrastructure for

, ms:

(Theabovetext was excerptedfrom an invited
paper:Yeo,A.W., JohariA., SuhailaS., Songan.
P. and KhairuddinA. H. (2007). ICTsin the Rura!
Communities:Engaging Remote Communities
Towards A
Knowledge-based Society
InternationalLibrary Conference: Sarawak'07
(Kuching,Sarawak,12-14July2007).)

iral development.
"o apply and assess community-based and
people-centred approaches to rural

"

informatics projects.
To examine relations between technology,
people, culture and local contexts.
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DEMONSTRATORS
APPLICATIONGRANT
SCHEME
The e-Bario project has been internationall;
recognised as an innovative and successful
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project in bridging the digital divide (see
Sidebar 1). Given its success, the project was
invited to participate in the Rollout Plans to be
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Scheme (DAGs)through the Ministry of Science.
Technology and Innovation. Using the eBario
/1
Mondhdogo
Daimler-Chrysler
I.
I
UNESCO

model, the project is to be replicated to five sites
throughout Malaysia.

partnership

The project team will adopt a holistic approach
in that the project will cover not only the ICT
components, but also the social aspects,
(for example, community mobilisation and
development). In addition, the project will also
cover research components, such as, on ICT

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

FOR RURAL

COERIwas established in January 2007 and is
anchored at the Faculty of Computer Science
and Information Technology (FCSIT), Universiti
Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS). CoERI's vision is
to be an internationally-acknowledged Centre
of Excellence for research ano development in
Rural Informatics. Its mission is to generate,
apply and disseminate knowledge that integrates

The implementation of the projects will employ
a community centred approach, whereby the

technology through a holistic and multidisciplinary

community will be involved in the planning,

wider social and economic context
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attempting similar building the digital divides
initiatives.
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Figure 3: Multiple modes of transportations

usage, social impact, engineering requirements,
and these findings will benefit other organisations

building, info and infrastructure development,
and content creation will be encompassed.

Cambridge
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Both the eBario project and the DAGS roll out
projects are now under the purview of the the
Centre of Excellencefor RuralInformatics (COERI).

The implementation at the rollout sites will
fundamentally provide access to ICTsfor remote
areas. At each site, the community capability
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MALAYSIAECONOMY:ANOTHERECLIPSE?
by EvanLau
UnversitiMalaysiaSarawak
Malaysia is a nation put together from fragments
of the British empire. The territories on the Malay
Peninsula gained independence in August 31st
1957 as the Federation of Malaya while Malaysia
was formed on September 16th 1963 with
Sabah and Sarawak coming aboard. As of now,
there are 13 states and 3 federal territories in
Malaysia. From the independent days, Malaysia
has long been involved in the economy spheres
with evolution of its economic transition from the
agricultural-based, production-based, servicesbased and the latest era of knowledge-based
economy. As the lifespan of Malaysia reached
half a century (51 years to be exact), the
economic performance as a whole has seen

and the Asian financial crisis in 1997 - 1998.
The 1960s were considered as the era of early
industrialization where import substitution (IS)
programs were greatly implemented by the
government. Although the worldwide recession
of the oil crisis had impacted Malaysia'seconomy
during 1974 - 75 (growth rate of -6.5 percent in
1975) the government had successfully laid the
foundation for transformation of the economy
industrial growth.
Major efforts were placed upon the expansion
of the modern sector industries, particularly

from

agriculture towards

the manufacturing sector. The rapid growth and
structural transformation was also accompanied
by changes in the employment structure and skills
that brought to the urbanization in Malaysia.

By the mid of 1980s, the economyexperienced
broad based growth despite some hitches in the
another hitch of lower output growth and high
unemployment.The stagnationin 1985 -1986
economic arena with regards to the global and
led to the lowerandfragile export earningsdue
local platforms. While the pace of development
to the sharp decline in commodityprices and
today is not as rapid, it is seen to be more
uncertaintyrecoveryof the world economy.By
sustainable.
end of decade,Malaysiarecordedgrowth of 9
Significantly,there are at least three incidences percentin realGDP.The1990swasthe crowning
in
first
days
for
Malaysia
for
Malaysia;
the
downturn
rapid
progress
glory
where
of economic
60
in
1970
from
1960s
(end
to
poverty
about
percent
of
reducing
the
shocks
oil
second
and
9
in
1995.
In
the
(commodity
to
1984
same year,
1970s),
about
percent
crises)
mid
-1985

GDP grew by 9.3 percent. The manufacturing
sectors and exports expansion continued to
be the driving forces of the economy. Export
has particularly been the engine of growth and
technological innovation coupled with positive
external forces including flow of foreign capital
into the country brought about the double-digit
growth of the country. International investors
were attracted to Malaysia because of her
sound macroeconomic fundamentals; small
fiscal deficits, less volatile Ringgit, high savings
rates, and highly regarded work force. Foreign
commercial banks provided the bulk of private
external credit to Malaysia and this was also
true for the other crisis affected Asian countries.
The combination of high savings rate and large
capital inflows produced an investment boom.

The combination of balance sheet weakness
in banking and corporate sectors, wrong
loans),and
investmentdecision(non-performing
external factors such as contagion, massive
capital outflows and the rapid liberalizationof
capitalmarketsledto the 1997 - 1998 crisis.To
make the matter worse, large capitaloutflows,
depreciationof Ringgit(from RM2.50 per USD
to RM4.80 per USD)whilethe compositeindex
plummetedfrom approximately1300 points to
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around400 pointsin a matterof weeksseriously
erodedthe financialstandingof manyMalaysian
businesses.Growth was at -7.4 percent by
1998. In responseto that, governmentlaunched
policies packageto restore market confidence
and reduce the adverse effects arising from
externalvolatility.Therecoverymeasuresincluded
capital controls,pegging of ringgit to US dollar
at RM3.80= USD1.00,a fiscal stimuluspackage
as well as the reductionof monetarypolicy.The
fixedexchangerate was abandonedin July2005
in favour of a managedfloating system. Since
the 1997 crisis, Malaysiahas wisely lessened
its vulnerabilityto destabilizingexternalshocks
by encouraginghealthierbalancesheetsin the
banking/corporate sectors and diversifying
its domestic economywith a focus on human
capitalformationand service development.And
no doubt,the bankingsector has becomemore
resilientto externalshocks.

"While the Malaysian
financial markets have
been affected by the
increased uncertainty
and volatility in the
international financial
markets, the domestic
financial markets have
continued to function
liquidity
while ample

in
domestic
the
remains
financial system".

enougn to , over toe uupi,o,e iý the e: ononý,
as the world financial system in greatly in debt
and the government financial position is under

system, niaintainmg time uvernight Policy Rate
(OPR)at 3.5% despite pressures from around the
globe, contain inflation by reducing oil and food

pressure. Under the present condition of the
world economy, huge debt imbalances might

prices domestically, investment of RM5 billion
into fund management company of Valuecap
Sdn Bhd to help shore up foreign investors'

lead to a hard landing for countries that appear
to be insolvent.
As such, where does Malaysia head from here?
It is rather interesting observation that since
1960s the, the contraction in the real economy
seems to mimic the business cycle theory.
Theoretically, business cycle refers to the
fluctuations of economic activity around its longterm growth trend. The cycle involves shifts over
time between periods of relatively rapid growth
of output (recovery and prosperity) and periods
of relative stagnation or decline (recession).
The question now is whether the current crisis
is just another business cycle phenomenon? If it
is so, we could expect the economy to bounce
back by 2010. Another concern would be that
Malaysia is a trading nation and United States,
Europe and Singapore are among the biggest
of our trading partners. In 2007, it constitutes

(BNM) monetary and financial development
(September 2008) report, "While the Malaysian
financial markets have been affected by the
increased uncertainty and volatility in the
international financial markets, the domestic
financial markets have continued to function
while ample liquidity remains in the domestic
financial system".
Despite

the

proactive

measures

by

the

government, we could expect a cloudy year for
Malaysia in 2009. Being optimistic, the economy
momentum would move slowly but still growing
at the convincing rate. In the international arena,
leaders around the globe actively involved
in discussion on appropriate measures and
program. One of the ideas would be the regional
cooperation in information sharing and joint

unpleasant trade condition for national growth.
Lesser foreign demand for Malaysia's produce

monitoring of the impact of the evolving global
financial crisis on regional economies and the

translates into dampening export income, thus
overall reduction in trade surpluses as well as the

implications for central banks in the region. In
this regard, the concept of economic integration
might be an effective move and it should not end

obvious slower current account growth. However,
with the proactive measures to be undertaken by
the government to cushion the negative impact,
this would hence provide a sustainable platform

just on the paper discussion. With the impending
global financial meltdown, commitment to
maintain monetary and financial stability is

for trade activities to concur.

essential for supporting the health of the global
economies.

In spite of this scenario, the government had
taken preventive measures to contain the effect.
Measures includes closely monitored the financial

China
8%

Federal Reserve Bank, the recent financial turmoil
is the aftermath of a credit boom characterized
by under-pricing of risk and excessive leverage.
A consequence of the unwinding of this boom
and the resulting financial strains has been a
broad-based tightening in credit conditions that
has restrained economic growth particularly in
the United States. As confidence in the financial
markets has declined and concerns about
the United States and global economies have
increased, equity prices have been volatile,
falling sharply in the past months now. Bailout
incentives have been adopted in most of the
countries around the globe. But rather, would
this action work? My concerns arise as there
is 'too' much credit but money is not generally
" WARTA PASCA " P<)SIGRADUATI

festivities. According to Bank Negara Malaysia

about 40 percent of our export market (Figure
1). As these countries are in vulnerable state,
our exports would dampen and this creates an

As the 1997 crisis is more than a decade ago,
the economy now faces another new challenge.
According to Ben S. Bernanke, the Chairman of

20

confidence in the Malaysian capital market and
the announcement of the people centric budget
did in a way aid the public's expenditure for the
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US
15%
EU
12%

India
3%

ý
Korea
4%

japan
9%

1
HongKong
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Singapore
14%
Thailand

Figure1: MalaysiaTopTenExportMarket(2007)
Source:CEIC,TASecurities
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